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Ensuring popular support for further integration has become one of the biggest challenges 

facing the EU. Growing levels of euroskepticism and the increasing mobilization of opposition 

since Maastricht signify the end of the so-called “permissive consensus” that characterized 

public attitudes throughout earlier decades of integration (Franklin, Marsh and McLaren 

1994, Franklin, van der Eijk, and Marsh 1995, Sitter 2001). The power of public opinion has 

been demonstrated by a number of referendums on EU issues, many of which have 

produced popular vetoes to elite-crafted integration plans. The “problem of popular consent” 

is, however, multi-faceted and complex. Patterns of support for EU institutions, enlargement 

and deepening vary extensively across member-states. European integration interacts with 

national political, economic and social settings, producing diverse combinations of incentives, 

expectations and fears. A better understanding of the dynamics of public opinion and its 

impact on politics and policy-making in the EU is crucial to solving the Union’s current 

dilemmas, and hence, to the work of EU-CONSENT. 

 

Team 13 in Work Package V of EU-CONSENT focuses on public attitudes towards the EU in 

the context of the EU’s current transformation. The tasks of the team are both descriptive 
(seeking to adequately describe public attitudes towards the EU and show how they vary 

across nations and over time) and analytical (seeking to explain variations and trends in 

public support and assess the impact of public opinion on the deepening and widening of the 

EU). We shall examine public opinion both as a dependent variable shaped by a range of 

social, economic, and political factors, and as an independent variable explaining policy 

outcomes in the European Union. More specifically, the work of the team, spanning four 

years, will focus on the following tasks:  

 

- mapping public support for the EU along several key dimensions relevant to EU-

CONSENT (general support for the EU and its institutions; support for enlargement 

and deepening); identifying trends, dynamics and major cross-national differences; 

- developing and testing explanations about the origins, determinants and dynamics of 

public attitudes towards the EU; 

- examining the relationship between public attitudes and policy outputs both at the 

national and European level. 
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The team employs diverse methods ranging from statistical analysis of cross-national survey 

data (e.g. from the Eurobarometer series) to qualitative and case-study approaches 

examining the relationship between public attitudes and policy outputs in different national 

settings. 

 

Keeping with the overall methodological approach of CONSENT, the work of the team will 

focus on three contrasting sets of expectations: 

 

First scenario (virtuous spiral): After an extensive communication campaign by EU 

member states and EU institutions, both enlargement and institutional reform receive high 

levels of popular support. This makes it easier for member states and EU institutions to reach 

basic agreements which will make enlargement work and institutional reforms to be agreed 

on and implemented with more ease. The logic of “the virtous spiral” will be evident from a 

number of mutually reinforcing developments. Institutional reform (with or without the 

Constitutional treaty) will increase democracy, transparency and efficiency of the European 

Union. Input legitimacy (Scharpf 1999) will also be enhanced by elements of participatory 

and deliberative democracy incorporated into the EU political system. Increased policy 

effectiveness and improved socio-economic conditions help bolster output legitimacy. The 

2004 enlargement will be (re)constructed as a success story and a win-win game, benefiting 

both the old and the new member-states. This helps to reduce fears about the effects of 

future accessions. An effective working relationship among the political elites reinforces 

positive attitudes at the mass level. Differences of opinion and conflicts of interest continue to 

characterize policy-making in a diverse union but a growing sense of EU-identity, combined 

with increasingly developed rules and norms help ensure that these conflicts do not become 

destructive. Under the “virtuous” scenario, the existence of these “bounded” conflicts bears 

witness to EU’s development into an increasingly “normal” polity where conflicts help 

generate (popular) interest and involvement by providing substance to political debates and 

discussions. In fact, informed support is an important precondition for the long-term 

functioning of the virtuous spiral (meaning that a permissive, but uninformed consensus 

should not longer be regarded as sufficient or desirable). 

The positive transformation will be evident from improved popular evaluations of the EU, 

greater awareness and interest in EU affairs, increased trust in European institutions, 
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growing participation at EP elections, support for pro-EU parties and positive framing (and 

sufficient coverage) of European integration in the national media. Supportive, pro-Europe 

public attitudes produce political mandates for pursuing further deepening and widening. 

They will also ensure smooth domestic ratification of treaty amendments and other 

constitutional decisions necessary for a continued transformation of the EU. 

 

Second scenario (vicious spiral): In the context of difficult domestic circumstances and 

inadequate popular support for both enlargement and institutional reform, political leaders 

engage in the reconstruction of the European Union with the aim of safeguarding national, 

not European interests. The pursuit of narrowly defined national interests in a setting where 

member-states are increasingly questioning each others’ (and their own) commitment to 

Europe leads to conflicts and stalemates that do significant damage to the prospect of 

European unity. This, in turn, contributes to popular alienation and the erosion of support. 

Citizens’ fears about the significant economic and sovereignty costs associated with 

enlargement and deepening are reconfirmed. According to the logic of “the vicious spiral,” 

then, the perceived failures of both deepening and widening reinforce negative trends in 

public opinion, while popular discontent encourages political leaders to engage in the 

defense of narrowly defined national interests. Negative public attitudes, expressed through 

a range of channels from elections to referendums, translate into anti-integrationist political 

decisions. The stalling of treaty reforms (after the shelving of the Constitution) leaves the 

Union stuck in a cumbersome legal and institutional form, balancing between 

intergovernmental decision-making and supranational democracy. Input legitimacy remains 

weak, as representative democracy at the supranational level remains underdeveloped, and 

complementary models such as participatory or deliberative democracy never take root. 

Multiple veto points and increased diversity after enlargement contribute to perceived 

ineffectiveness. Quarreling among member states and political elites strengthens the 

negative image of the EU as ineffective and overextended, lacking a common vision and 

shared objectives. Citizens of old member states perceive enlargement as a zero-sum game, 

and regard newcomers as intruders stealing jobs and threatening social security. Economic, 

political and social problems (terrorism, immigration, demographic trends, crisis of the 

welfare state, globalization) breed insecurity and social discontent. This, in turn, gives rise to 

xenophobia, populism and political extremism. Public opinion turns strongly against further 
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enlargement. The political costs of further widening become essentially prohibitive. In this 

context, there is no basis for developing a European identity or a European public sphere. 

Both politicians and voters will remain preoccupied with national issues and a defense of 

(narrowly defined) national sovereignty and interests. New communication strategies do not 

achieve the objective of bringing the EU closer to the citizen. The union remains uninspiring 

and hopelessly over-complicated. In a complicated system of multi-level governance, voters 

will not be able to assess the EU based on its own merits. The effects of European 

integration, globalization, and post-communist transition will be intertwined and the EU will be 

blamed for broader social evils. The vicious spiral will be evident from increased alienation 

and passivity of the citizens, and/or from growing anti-integration mobilization and activism. 

Surveys record growing levels of popular ignorance and apathy, low levels of support or 

integration, and lack of trust in European institutions. Media coverage of the EU remains 

insufficient, superficial and dominated by negative images. Levels of political participation 

remain low and turnout at EP elections decreases even further. Reforms will be blocked by 

recurring popular vetoes on referendums. Support for anti-EU parties and politicians will 

increase, producing elected leaders with anti-integrationist preferences and respective 

mandates. Unconventional (and violent) forms of political protest become increasingly 

frequent.  

 

Third scenario (re-invented Union): The full-scale transformation of the Union as a result of 

successful deepening and widening means that the old pro/anti-EU conflict dimension 

becomes increasingly meaningless. Instead, the question about what kind of EU is being 

constructed/desired moves to the center of both elite and popular debates. Multiple visions 

about the EU's institutional architecture, policy agenda, and its relationship to the nation-state 

compete for a programmatic position. The debate moves in fundamentally different directions 

in different member-states, reflecting existing socio-economic and political conditions, 

particular political cultures, institutional contexts, histories and identities. Flexible integration 

and multi-speed outcomes are likely. Amidst these diverse actors, settings, and push and 

pull forces, the trajectory of EU's future development remains very difficult to predict. 
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1. Team’s objectives 
Ensuring popular support for further integration has become one of the biggest challenges 

facing the EU. Growing levels of euroskepticism and the increasing mobilization of opposition 

since Maastricht signify the end of the so-called “permissive consensus” that characterized 

public attitudes throughout earlier decades of integration (Franklin, Marsh and McLaren 

1994, Franklin, van der Eijk, and Marsh 1995, Taggart 1998, Sitter 2001). The power of 

public opinion has been demonstrated by a number of recent referendums on EU issues, 

many of which have produced popular vetos to elite-crafted integration plans. The “problem 

of popular consent” is, however, multi-faceted and complex. Patterns of support for EU 

institutions, enlargement and deepening vary extensively across member-states. European 

integration interacts with national political, economic and social settings, producing diverse 

combinations of incentives, expectations and fears. A better understanding of the dynamics 

of public opinion and its impact on politics and policy-making in the EU is crucial to solving 

the Union’s current dilemmas, and hence, to the work of EU-CONSENT. 

 

Team 13 in Work Package V of EU-CONSENT focuses on public attitudes towards the EU in 

the context of the EU’s current transformation. The tasks of the team are both descriptive 
(seeking to adequately describe public attitudes towards the EU and show how they vary 

across nations and over time) and analytical (seeking to explain variations and trends in 

public support and assess the impact of public opinion on the deepening and widening of the 

EU). We shall examine public opinion both as a dependent variable shaped by a range of 

social, economic, and political factors, and as an independent variable explaining policy 

outcomes in the European Union.  More specifically, the work of the team, spanning four 

years, will focus on the following tasks:  

- mapping public support for the EU along several key dimensions relevant to EU-

CONSENT (general support for the EU and its institutions; support for enlargement 

and deepening); identifying trends, dynamics and major cross-national differences; 

- developing and testing explanations about the origins, determinants and dynamics of 

public attitudes towards the EU; 

- examining the relationship between public attitudes and policy outputs both at the 

national and the European level. 
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The team employs diverse methods ranging from statistical analysis of cross-national survey 

data (e.g. from the Eurobarometer series) to qualitative and case-study approaches 

examining the relationship between public attitudes and policy outputs in different national 

settings. 

 
 
Organization of work and deliverables 
 
The duration of EU-CONSENT is four years (June 2005 – June 2009). According to the 

Description of Work, the activities of Work Package V start in month 6 of the project 

(November 2005) and end in month 48 (May 2009). 

 

The Description of Work specifies the following deliverables for the first year:  

 

• Bi-annual Team meetings will take place approx. month 6 and 12 (November and 

May 2006) 

• Background papers and Team’s work plan are due Month 10 (March 2006) 

• Background paper (in cooperation with other teams in the WP) on “Democratization 

demands in the new EU” (to be published on the website) - Month 12 (May 2006) 

 

 

2. Contrasting sets of expectations 
 

Keeping with the overall methodological approach of CONSENT, the work of the team will 

focus on three contrasting sets of expectations: 

 

First scenario (virtuous spiral): After an extensive communication campaign by EU 

member states and EU institutions, both enlargement and institutional reform receive high 

levels of popular support. This makes it easier for member states and EU institutions to reach 

basic agreements which will make enlargement work and institutional reforms to be agreed 
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on and implemented with more ease. The logic of “the virtous spiral” will be evident from a 

number of mutually reinforcing developments. Institutional reform (with or without the 

Constitutional treaty) will increase democracy, transparency and efficiency of the European 

Union. Input legitimacy (Scharpf 1999) will also be enhanced by elements of participatory 

and deliberative democracy incorporated into the EU political system. Increased policy 

effectiveness and improved socio-economic conditions help bolster output legitimacy. The 

2004 enlargement will be (re)constructed as a success story and a win-win game, benefiting 

both the old and the new member-states. This helps to reduce fears about the effects of 

future accessions. An effective working relationship among the political elites reinforces 

positive attitudes at the mass level. Differences of opinion and conflicts of interest continue to 

characterize policy-making in a diverse union but a growing sense of EU-identity, combined 

with increasingly developed rules and norms help ensure that these conflicts do not become 

destructive. Under the “virtuous” scenario, the existence of these “bounded” conflicts bears 

witness to EU’s development into an increasingly “normal” polity where conflicts help 

generate (popular) interest and involvement by providing substance to political debates and 

discussions. In fact, informed support is an important precondition for the long-term 

functioning of the virtuous spiral (meaning that a permissive, but uninformed consensus 

should not longer be regarded as sufficient or desirable). 

The positive transformation will be evident from improved popular evaluations of the EU, 

greater awareness and interest in EU affairs, increased trust in European institutions, 

growing participation at EP elections, support for pro-EU parties and positive framing (and 

sufficient coverage) of European integration in the national media. Supportive, pro-Europe 

public attitudes produce political mandates for pursuing further deepening and widening. 

They will also ensure smooth domestic ratification of treaty amendments and other 

constitutional decisions necessary for a continued transformation of the EU. 

 

Second scenario (vicious spiral): In the context of difficult domestic circumstances and 

inadequate popular support for both enlargement and institutional reform, political leaders 

engage in the reconstruction of the European Union with the aim of safeguarding national, 

not European interests. The pursuit of narrowly defined national interests in a setting where 

member-states are increasingly questioning each others’ (and their own) commitment to 

Europe leads to conflicts and stalemates that do significant damage to the prospect of 
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European unity. This, in turn, contributes to popular alienation and the erosion of support. 

Citizens’ fears about the significant economic and sovereignty costs associated with 

enlargement and deepening are reconfirmed. According to the logic of “the vicious spiral,” 

then, the perceived failures of both deepening and widening reinforce negative trends in 

public opinion, while popular discontent encourages political leaders to engage in the 

defense of narrowly defined national interests. Negative public attitudes, expressed through 

a range of channels from elections to referendums, translate into anti-integrationist political 

decisions. The stalling of treaty reforms (after the shelving of the Constitution) leaves the 

Union stuck in a cumbersome legal and institutional form, balancing between 

intergovernmental decision-making and supranational democracy. Input legitimacy remains 

weak, as representative democracy at the supranational level remains underdeveloped, and 

complementary models such as participatory or deliberative democracy never take root. 

Multiple veto points and increased diversity after enlargement contribute to perceived 

ineffectiveness. Quarreling among member states and political elites strengthens the 

negative image of the EU as ineffective and overextended, lacking a common vision and 

shared objectives. Citizens of old member states perceive enlargement as a zero-sum game, 

and regard newcomers as intruders stealing jobs and threatening social security. Economic, 

political and social problems (terrorism, immigration, demographic trends, crisis of the 

welfare state, globalization) breed insecurity and social discontent. This, in turn, gives rise to 

xenophobia, populism and political extremism. Public opinion turns strongly against further 

enlargement. The political costs of further widening become essentially prohibitive. In this 

context, there is no basis for developing a European identity or a European public sphere. 

Both politicians and voters will remain preoccupied with national issues and a defense of 

(narrowly defined) national sovereignty and interests. New communication strategies do not 

achieve the objective of bringing the EU closer to the citizen. The union remains uninspiring 

and hopelessly over-complicated. In a complicated system of multi-level governance, voters 

will not be able to assess the EU based on its own merits. The effects of European 

integration, globalization, and post-communist transition will be intertwined and the EU will be 

blamed for broader social evils.  

The vicious spiral will be evident from increased alienation and passivity of the citizens, 

and/or from growing anti-integration mobilization and activism. Surveys record growing levels 

of popular ignorance and apathy, low levels of support or integration, and lack of trust in 
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European institutions. Media coverage of the EU remains insufficient, superficial and 

dominated by negative images. Levels of political participation remain low and turnout at EP 

elections decreases even further. Reforms will be blocked by recurring popular vetoes on 

referendums. Support for anti-EU parties and politicians will increase, producing elected 

leaders with anti-integrationist preferences and respective mandates. Unconventional (and 

violent) forms of political protest become increasingly frequent.  

 

Third scenario (re-invented Union): The full-scale transformation of the Union as a result of 

successful deepening and widening means that the old pro/anti-EU conflict dimension 

becomes increasingly meaningless. Instead, the question about what kind of EU is being 

constructed/desired moves to the center of both elite and popular debates. Multiple visions 

about the EU's institutional architecture, policy agenda, and its relationship to the nation-state 

compete for a programmatic position. The debate moves in fundamentally different directions 

in different member-states, reflecting existing socio-economic and political conditions, 

particular political cultures, institutional contexts, histories and identities. Flexible integration 

and multi-speed outcomes are likely. Amidst these diverse actors, settings, and push and 

pull forces, the trajectory of EU's future development remains very difficult to predict. 

 

 
3. A dialogue with the relevant literature 

 
3.1 Legitimacy and public support 

 

Generally synonymous with ‘rightful political authority,’ legitimacy is a multidimensional 

concept that has both an input and output dimension, relating, respectively, to mechanisms 

of representation and acceptance of outcomes (Scharpf 1997). More specifically, Beetham 

(1991) and Beetham and Lord (1998) distinguish among three dimensions of legitimacy.  

 

The input dimension emphasizes the procedural aspects of governance.  Political authority 

is regarded as legitimate to the extent that (a) “it is acquired and exercised according to 

established rules,” (b) “the rules are justifiable according to socially accepted beliefs” about 

rightful authority and proper ends of government, and (c) “positions of authority are confirmed 
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by the express consent or affirmation of appropriate subordinates, and by recognition from 

other legitimate authorities” (Beetham and Lord 1998: 3). While the substantive content of 

these principles is historically and culturally variable, the prevalent liberal democratic 

interpretation, underlying the legitimacy of modern nation-state, associates legality with 

constitutional rule of law, normative justifiability with popular sovereignty and rights 

protection, and legitimation with electoral authorization of government (Beetham and Lord 

1998:9). 

The output dimension refers to not only acceptance of procedures, but also acceptance 

and satisfaction with the performance of government. Performance-based legitimacy 

combines two related elements: popular approval of the declared ends of government, and 

satisfaction with the system’s ability to deliver effective policy outcomes consistent with these 

goals.  

 

Finally, the identity dimension regards the existence of a demos with a common identity as 

an important precondition of legitimacy. Identity issues arise because the exercise of popular 

sovereignty and (majoritarian) democracy presume the existence of a clearly delineated 

populace. Democratic legitimacy, thus, cannot exist without a demos – a people with some 

form of shared identity -- around which democracy can be constructed (Weiler, Haltern and 

Mayer 1995; Chryssochoou 1998). While in most established polities, the demos emerged as 

a result of a gradual process of nation-building, new polities often struggle with problems 

arising from contested or unstable identity.  

 

In sum, this analysis adopts Beetham and Lord’s (1998) three criteria of liberal democratic 

legitimacy, including (a) democratic procedures, involving, at the minimum, public control and 

political equality, (b) the existence of a demos with a shared identity, and (c) performance, 

understood as satisfaction with both the ends and outcomes of governance.1  

                                                 
1 While these criteria are widely  accepted as the foundation of democratic governance at the level of the nation-state, it is not 
clear that these standards can be effectively applied at the supranational level. Should the EU, as a non-state polity, be held to 
the liberal democratic standard of legitimacy that evolved in the context of the nation-state? There is a growing literature that 
debates the appropriateness of the liberal democratic model of legitimacy in the EU context. Several studies have rejected the 
liberal democratic ideal as unsuitable for non-state polities because of the absence of a demos and the predicted dire 
consequences of imposing majority rule on a pluralist, diverse polity. Instead, these studies have made a case for some form of 
substitute legitimation through various intergovernmentalist, technocratic, or “post-parliamentary” arrangements (Majone 1994, 
Heritier 1997, 1999, Weale and Nentwich 1998). Other scholars, notably Beetham and Lord (1998, 2001) have convincingly 
demonstrated the limitations of these alternatives, arguing that none of the proposed models delivers public control with political 
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How is the concept of legitimacy, as outlined below, related to the concept of public support? 

Obviously, public attitudes are central to all of the three dimensions of legitimacy. The input 

dimension emphasizes governance based on rules that are “justifiable according to socially 

accepted beliefs” and argues that positions of authority must be approved by the governed. 

The output dimension explicitly refers to popular satisfaction with end results of governance. 

The identity dimension entails subjective assessments of belonging to a group. Aside from 

any normative considerations, public support also has clear practical value: as it tends to go 

hand-in-hand with high levels of compliance, it makes governing “easier,” and reduces the 

need to rely on force to enforce decisions. 

 

However, the legitimacy of a political regime cannot be reduced to public support and 

assessed only by reference to public opinion figures. To do so would be to claim that any 

political system that happens to enjoy high levels of popular support should be regarded as 

legitimate. In order to link popular attitudes towards a political system to the legitimacy of this 

system, one must adopt the assumption that popular attitudes are based on correct 

information about the system (its rules, institutions, policies, etc). Information, however, may 

be absent, incomplete, filtered, or biased. Public opinion can be constructed and 

manipulated. A government that routinely violates the human rights of its citizens or is 

engaged in extremely corrupt behaviour could enjoy high levels of support, either because 

the citizens are not aware of these activities or because these activities are framed, 

presented, and perceived in a positive way. Alternatively, a government may suffer from the 

lack of popular support because people are unaware (or unable to comprehend) the value of 

its activities and the fairness of its operating procedures. To the extent that people are 

products of their social and political systems, equating support for the political system with 

legitimacy creates an endogenous definition of legitimacy. In other words, popular support 

should not be regarded as the sole criterion for assessing the legitimacy of a system of 

political authority. While we regard public support as an important aspect of legitimacy, we 

do not equate public support with legitimacy.  

 

                                                                                                                                                         
equality. Their case for holding the EU to the liberal standard is strengthened by the argument that adoption of the same 
standard does not necessarily mean reliance on same methods of legitimation. 
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Conceptualizing public support for the EU 
 

In EU studies, theoretical elaborations of the concept “public support” are relatively rare. 

However, in the broader political science literature, there is an increasingly well-developed 

research programme focusing on political support and trust in political institutions. An attempt 

to link the two literatures is fully consistent with recent endeavours to analyze the EU using 

the theoretical and methodological tools of comparative politics (Hix 1994, Caporaso 1997, 

Jordan 1997, Hurrell and Menon 1996). 

 

In modern democratic theory, the concept of political support is most commonly discussed 

with reference to the work of David Easton (1965, 1975). Easton distinguishes between the 

objects of support (political community, the regime, and the incumbent authorities) and the 

types of support (specific or diffuse). The political community is the cultural entity that 

transcends particularities of formal governing structures and inscribes the elemental identity 

of the collectivity constituting the polity. The regime is constituted of those formal institutions 

that persist and transcend particular political incumbents.  

 

Contemporary studies recognize the multidimensional nature of political support and rely 

heavily on Easton’s original classification (Norris 1999, Klingemann 1999). Norris (1999) 

distinguishes among five levels of political support, including support for the political 

community, regime principles, regime performance, political institutions and political 

incumbents. A similar typology is used by Klingemann (1999) who distinguishes among 

support for the political community ("identification with the political community"); for 

democracy as a form of government ("legitimacy of the political regime"); and approval of the 

regime's performance ("effectiveness of the political regime").  

 

Support for the EU can easily be linked to this broader literature. The distinctions between 

support for the political community, regime principles, regime performance, institutions and 

incumbents are easily applicable in studies examining support for the EU. These distinctions 

increase conceptual clarity, and help to structure the use of multiple dependent variables 

(and diverse indicators). These distinctions are also theoretically interesting in the EU 
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context. In established democracies, popular support for the political community (based on 

nationhood) and regime principles (democracy) is generally high (Norris 1999). In contrast, 

the European political community and its constitutional foundations are highly contested, as 

evident from the EU’s current constitutional debates, disagreement about the form of 

European governance (intergovernmental or supranational), the scope of EU policy-making, 

the eventual geographical boundaries of the European polity, and the allocation of power 

among different levels of authority.  

 

 

3.2 Determinants of public support 

 

What factors explain the variation in public support for the EU across countries, individuals, 

and over time? Theoretical explanations of public support for European integration (and their 

empirical tests) generally fall into three categories. These explanations focus, respectively, 

on (a) rational utility calculations, (b) identity and cultural value orientations, and (c) domestic 

political factors. Furthermore, determinants of mass opinion can be examined at two distinct 

levels of analysis. Micro-level approaches analyze the effect of individual perceptions, 

attitudes, and cost-benefit calculations on decisions to support or oppose membership in the 

EU. Macro-level studies, in contrast, examine how aggregate levels of support vary in 

response to national-level economic and political conditions and cultural transformations. 

Building on the existing literature, Table 1 presents a general framework for analyzing the 

sources of public support for the EU.  
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Table 1. Determinants of public support for European integration 

 Rational utility 

calculations 

Values and identity Domestic politics 

Micro-level Individual expectations 

of “pocketbook” and 

“sociotropic” gain; 

individual 

competitiveness  

Individual identity and 

value  orientations; 

perceived cultural 

threats  

Trust in the incumbent 

national government; 

partisan identification 

Macro-level Structure and 

performance of 

national economies; 

macro-level economic 

competitiveness; 

prospects of  

increased aid and 

trade 

National identity and 

political culture 

Government-

opposition dynamics; 

domestic institutional 

structure;  societal 

cleavages  

 

The rational calculus approach rests on the assumption that the effects of integration vary 

across different regions and segments of the population, and that individual support for 

European integration reflects differential expectations of gain and loss. On the micro-level, 

individual competitiveness is often seen as an important predictor of support for integration, 

because it arguably determines an individual’s ability to exploit the economic opportunities 

created by market liberalization (Gabel 1998a,b, Gabel and Palmer 1995). On the macro-

level, the rational calculus approach draws on theories of economic voting, arguing that 

support for EU membership at the national level is influenced by broad macro-economic 

conditions, as well collective benefits states derive from EU membership, such as intra-EU 

trade and positive net returns from the EU budget (Anderson and Kaltenhaler 1996, 

Anderson and Reichert 1996).  

 

The second approach regards domestic politics as an important determinant of mass 

attitudes towards the EU. Arguing that political parties constitute an important link between 
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the European masses and political elites, various studies have examined the relationship 

between partisan allegiance, party positions, and mass support for the EU (Inglehart, Rabier 

and Reif 1991, Mair 2000). In addition, the recognition that national governments are primary 

advocates of integration has led to increased interest in incumbent popularity as a potential 

determinant of public support for integration (Franklin, Marsh, and McLaren 1994, Franklin, 

van der Eijk, and Marsh 1995, Hug and Sciarini 2000). 

 

A third approach links support for European integration to individuals’ belief-systems and 

national value orientations. Inglehart (1977), for example, argued that support for 

international integration is related to the “cognitive mobilization” of European masses in the 

post-war period and to the consequent “silent revolution,” marked by increasing prevalence 

of post-materialist attitudes among the younger generations. According to this approach, 

post-war cohorts with higher levels of “political literacy” are less likely to place high value on 

the materialist functions associated with the nation-state and more likely to appreciate the 

opportunities arising from international integration. Although empirical tests of Inglehart’s 

propositions have not produced conclusive evidence in support of this thesis, there has been 

a revival of interest in identity and cultural factors in recent years. Recent studies have 

focused on national identity (Hooghe and Marks 2004, Luedtke 2005) and perceived cultural 

threats as important determinants of public support for the EU (McLaren 2001, de Vreese 

and Boomgaarden 2005). 

 
The team will engage in a dialogue with this literature in a number of ways. We are interested 

in developing the existing theoretical perspectives further and analyzing their relevance in the 

context of the EU’s current transformation. We also seek to test these explanations with 

empirical data (individual-level data from the Eurobarometer and other studies; as well as 

aggregate data from a variety of sources).  
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3.3. Channels of popular participation and influence  

 

Public attitudes matter because they have consequences for politics and policy-making. In 

order to understand the impact of public attitudes, we must examine not only the dynamics 

and predictors of public support but also the various channels through which these attitudes 

can be expressed. The extent to which public attitudes “have consequences” depends 

largely on the domestic (and, increasingly, European) institutional setting. Simply put, 

institutions can be defined as sets of rules that determine which preferences have access to 

the political system, how much weight they are given, and how the configuration of 

preferences is translated into policy outcomes (e.g. March and Olsen 1984, Steinmo, Thelen, 

and Longstreth 1992). Hix (1999) identifies six avenues of citizen input in his presentation of 

the EU political system. These include participation in national elections, participation in 

European elections, legal action through the national courts and the European Court of 

Justice, influence through “intermediary associations” such as political parties and interest 

groups, and indirect influence of public opinion on the activities of the European Commission. 

Adding referendum votes to Hix’s categorization, we could identify the following list of 

institutional channels of popular participation and influence:  

1) mechanisms of national and supranational representation  

2) intermediary associations, such as political parties and interest groups 

3) legal action through national courts and the European Court of Justice 

4) direct votes on European issues on national referendums. 

In addition, various informal and non-institutionalized channels of influence, ranging from 

protests and street demonstrations to the media, should also be taken into account. There is 

now an extensive literature on each of these channels. We shall draw on this literature as 

needed. 
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4. Some preliminary findings (A. Ruiz) 

 
4.1 Mapping support for enlargement  

 
If EU enlargement has been under-theorized in general, (Schimmelfenning and Sedelmeier 

2002; Andreev 2004), public support for enlargement has been even under-researched in 

particular. Despite the efforts made to find an appropriate conceptual framework to related 

enlargement processes to EU integration theories, the paradigms that had been most widely 

used to explain enlargement had hardly taken public opinion into account. This is the case 

with neofunctionalism (Schmitter 1969, 2002) and intergovernmentalism (Moravsick 1998; 

Moravsick and Vachudova 2003), as well as governance (or multilevel) governance (Wallace 

2000; Friis and Murphy 2000). Even paradigms more concerned with democratic legitimacy, 

such as supranationalism or deliberative democracy (Eriksen 2003) do not explicitly address 

the question of public support for enlargement. However, enlargement needs citizens’ 

support both to succeed and to legitimize itself. 

If we look to the EU-15 as a whole, we find that throughout the period 2000-2004, between 

40% and 50% of the public have supported enlargement. It can be seen that, after the 

accession negotiations were started in January 2000, support for enlargement started to 

increase and kept growing up until 2002 (possibly due to the higher salience of the topic on 

mass media). However, after negotiations closed, in December 2002, support for 

enlargement decreased during 2003 and 2004 (possibly as the treatment is mass media 

started to shift attention toward the consequences that the enlargement would bring). Thus, 

in the spring of 2004 the level of support for enlargement was slightly lower than in the spring 

of 2000.  
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Support for enlargement, EU-15 
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These trends are even clearer looking at the net support for enlargement (percentage of 

population in favour of enlargement minus percentage of population against). We can take 

this measure as an indication of consensus in public opinion: low figures (in absolute terms) 

will indicate lack of consensus, while higher ones (in absolute terms) will indicate either a 

positive or negative consensus depending on the sign. If we take figures higher than 10 as 

indicating a moderate consensus, it can be seen there have been a positive consensus on 

enlargement only between the autumn of 2001 and the autumn of 2002, that is during 

negotiations when the topic had higher salience. Before and after that period the European 

public opinion (EU-15) has been fairly divided between those in favour and those against the 

enlargement process. 

 

In contrast to the moderate support for enlargement (at least for the period 2001-2002), this 

process has never been perceived by the European public opinion as one of the priorities for 

the EU. On the contrary, it has consistently occupied the last place in the rank of priorities. 

Over the period under consideration, the first priorities at the EU-15 level have alternated  
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among unemployment, peace and security, fight against drugs and crime, environment 

protection and, more recently, terrorism. As can be seen in the chart below, those issues 

regarded as the first priority are supported by nearly all citizens (90% more or less). In 

contrast, the percentage of population who thinks that the enlargement of the EU should be a 

priority has oscillated between one fourth and one third of the population only between 1997 

and 2003, although a slightly increasing trend is observable through the period. 

 

These trends at the EU-15 level hide important differences between countries in terms of 

public support for enlargement as well as the perception of enlargement as a priority.  

Countries can be categorized according to their net support for enlargement. As before, we 

may take figures below ±10 as indicating fairly divided public opinion for and against 

enlargement. Figures between ±11 and ±30 would indicate a moderate consensus either in 

favour or against enlargement, while figures over ±31 would indicate a strong 

positive/negative consensus. 
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France alone would fall under the group of moderate negative consensus, with differences 

over 10 points in 2002, 2001 and again in 2003; in the period between the autumn of 2001 

and the autumn of 2002 the population was more divided on the topic of enlargement. Taking 

the mean for the whole period 2000-2004, this is the only country with more than 10 points of 

difference between those favourable and those against enlargement. 

 

A second group of countries is formed by those characterized by a fairly divided public 

opinion: with differences lower than ten points between the percentage of people for and the 

percentage of people against enlargement. This group includes: Germany, Austria, United 

Kingdom, Belgium and Luxembourg. As in other cases, support for enlargement increased 

as the negotiations took place, even reaching the point of moderate positive consensus. 

However, division (lack of consensus) dominated the period, and support for enlargement 

decreased systematically after the negotiation phase closed. 

 

Nordic countries (Netherlands, Finland and Sweden) form the third group of moderate 

positive supporters for enlargement, in which the percentage of support for enlargement has 

been, on average, around ten to thirty points larger than the percentage against 

enlargement. Of course, there have been also movements back and forth in these 

percentages. However, the population in favour of enlargement was higher in 2004 than in 

2000, or averaged, in all of them, while in other groups, the percentage was lower at the end 

of the period studied here. 

 

Finally, those countries in which the percentage of support has been, on average, larger than 

thirty points form the fourth group of strong supporters of enlargement. This group includes 

an interesting mix of Southern European countries, one Nordic country and one island. 

Portugal, Denmark, Italy, Ireland, Spain and Greece are placed in this group. Greece and 

Spain are the two countries with higher net support for enlargement within this group. 

 

Averaging the percentage of population who thinks that enlargement should be a priority of 

the EU over the period 1997-2003, we find that this has been a priority especially for the 

citizens of Denmark (more than 60%) and Greece (more than 50%). In these two particular 

cases however, these high percentages are influenced by a particular strong preference for 
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enlargement to Cyprus, in the case of Greece (there was 38 points of difference between this 

one and the least supported country, Estonia, in 1998); and enlargement to Estonia, Latvia 

and Lithuania, in the case of Denmark (there was 32 points of difference between this one 

and the least supported country, Cyprus, in 1998). With percentages between 40% and 50% 

percent of the population we find Sweden and Ireland. And with around one third of the 

population: Netherlands, Spain, Italy, United Kingdom, Portugal, Luxembourg and Austria. 

This percentage is even lower in Belgium, Finland, Germany and France. Despite these 

variance in percentages, enlargement has been consistently perceived as the last priority of 

the EU in all countries except Sweden and Denmark, in which it has been second last. 

 

Thus, there is also a strong intra-EU variation regarding the perception of enlargement as a 

priority, although it has been almost in all cases perceived as the last priorities. In fact, in 

those countries with higher percentages of citizens who think that the enlargement should be 

a priority of the EU, we find that strong geo-strategic preferences may in fact explain those 

numbers. 

 

It is interesting to note that the perception of enlargement as a priority and the level of 

support for enlargement do not necessarily go hand in hand. We would have expected the 

level of support for enlargement to be lower the smaller the perception of enlargement as a 

priority; alternatively, the larger the perception of enlargement as a priority, the higher the 

percentage of support for enlargement.  
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This expectation is related to the hypotheses of rational actors and cognitive mobilization. If 

we can label this as congruence on positions regarding enlargement, we find that the most 

congruent country is Denmark. United Kingdom, Sweden and Austria are also quite 

congruent. Among the countries with the largest differences between the perception of 

enlargement a priority and their support for the process, we find Finland, Italy and Spain.  As 

we may point in the last section, variables regarding public debate on enlargement in each 

country must be included in order to distinguish informed from uninformed support for 

enlargement. It can be hypothesised that strong support combined with low perception of 

enlargement as a priority rest on the lack of debate and thus real concern or reflection about 

the implications of the process. We can not take strong support, even positive strong 

consensus in favour of enlargement, as indicators of the virtuous spiral if such positive 
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consensus is based on limited  knowledge and the absence of debate. In these sense, a 

scatter plot of countries taking into account the mean priority of enlargement as well as the 

average support for the process offers a very interesting picture (see plot above) 

 

Denmark and Greece appear close together in the second sector with high priority and large 

support for enlargement. Close to them, although in the third sector, appear Sweden and 

Ireland, with high support but a slightly lower priority.  Nearer to the bottom in the third sector 

appear Italy, Spain and Portugal quite close together as countries with high support but low 

priority. Finland appear in this third sector also some distant from Portugal, Italy and Spain 

due to the lower priority and smaller support for enlargement. All other countries are located 

in the fourth sector, characterized by low priority and small support for enlargement: France 

and Germany, close together as the countries with the lowest averages in both indicators; 

United Kingdom, Austria and Belgium; and Luxembourg and Netherlands at some distance. 

It would be interesting to cross-tabulate these with the elite’s discourses in these countries. Is 

public opinion consensus based in debate or in the lack of debate? Is this a significant 

difference in the kind of support in Nordic and Southern European member states (especially 

after taking out Greece and Denmark)? 

 

 

4.2 Deepening and widening in public opinion 

 

Is there a relationship between support for deepening and support for widening and how 

citizens link these two processes. Do they see them as compatible or incompatible?  

Contrary to widespread expectations, when we look at opinion polls, we do not observe a 

trade off between deepening and widening. If we take support for the European Constitution 

as an indicator of deepening and support for future (further) enlargement as an indicator of 

widening, the Pearson’s correlation between these two variables shows a positive correlation 

of r = .258 (statistically significant at 0.01 level) within EU-15 (r = .256 within EU-25).2 That is, 

those citizens who support a Constitution for the European Union tend to support also future 

                                                 
2 We used the transformed dummy variables for the analysis (values 0-1), and attributed missing values. Cases were weighted 
by EU-15 and EU.25. Results using a non parametric method (Kendall Tau b) are almost coincident: r = .256 and r = .255 
respectively. The tau_b correlation with original variables (recoded as 1, do not support; 2, don’t know; 3, support), produced a 
correlation of r = .278. 
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enlargement, while those who oppose further enlargement tend to be against the European 

Constitution at the same time. In general terms, if we take the EU-25 as a whole, we would 

say that citizens do not see a trade off between deeper integration and further enlargement 

of the European Union; there is no negative correlation between these two variables.  

 

Support for deepening and widening in EU member states 
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However, the relationship between these two variables changes on a country by country 

basis. First, there are three countries in which the largest part of citizens who are in favour of 

a European Constitution opposed further enlargement; these are Germany, Luxembourg and 

Austria. Here we do observe tensions between deepening and widening. Besides, in these 

countries, as well as in Belgium Finland, France, Netherlands and Sweden, those citizens 

who do not have a clear position regarding a Constitution for the European Union (those 
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whose answer is a “don’t know”) have a slight/significant propensity to oppose enlargement. 

However, in Southern European countries (Greece, Spain, Italy and Portugal), as well as 

Great Britain and Ireland, citizens who don’t know about the Constitution are more inclined to 

answer that they don’t know either about future enlargement.  

 

In contrast, looking at the new member states from Central and Eastern Europe (NMS, i.e. 

those who became members in 2004) we find that the percentage of citizens who oppose a 

European Constitution but support future enlargements is larger than the percentage of those 

who oppose both or rather support a constitution. With the exception of Estonia, where those 

who “don’t know” about a European Constitution are rather inclined to support future 

enlargements of the Union, we find this to be pattern in the Czech Republic, Hungary, Latvia, 

Lithuania, Poland and Slovenia.   

 

The positive correlation between support for a European Constitution and support for future 

(further) enlargement holds for each country, although in line with the observations made 

above, the relation is stronger in some of them. The group of countries in which the relation 

is weaker (Cramer V < 0.3) includes3 Belgium, Germany West and East, Finland, 

Luxembourg, Netherlands, Austria and Sweden. We can include France in this group also, 

because although the Cramer V is slightly over 0.3, it shares with the group the rest of 

characteristics. In all these countries, support for a European Constitution is clear with 

percentages in favour around, or above, two thirds of the population in Belgium, Germany 

(East and West) Luxembourg, Netherlands and France; and above 50 percent in Austria and 

Finland (50 percent in Sweden). Support for further enlargement of the Union, on the other 

hand, is however less clear. In Germany (West and East), Finland, Luxembourg, Austria, 

Sweden and France the percentage of citizens against enlargement is larger that the 

percentage for. Furthermore the percentages against enlargement are close to, or above, 50 

percent of the population (see tables 3 and 4). It is interesting to note that in this group of 

countries, except for the case of Austria and Sweden, the percentage of citizens who do not 

have an opinion on these two issues is fairly small. Besides, in these countries those who 

don’t know about the Constitution are mostly inclined to oppose further integration (see table 

                                                 
3 Among newer member states only Estonia shows a Cramer V < 0.3. 
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1), while in Germany, Luxembourg and Austria even those citizens who support a European 

Constitution are mostly against future enlargements. Summarising, although we can not go 

as far as saying than in this group of countries the largest part of citizens see a clear trade off 

between deeper integration and further enlargement, the tension between these two policies 

is more apparent here than in other countries.  

 

 

5. Team’s expertise and experience 
 

5.1 Relevant previous projects  

 

UNED, Madrid:  

Our work on the emergence and development of a European identity has been developed 

within the V Framework Program project EURONAT “Representations of Europe and the 

nation in current and prospective member states: media, elite and civil society” (HPSE-

CT2001-00044 September 2001 - January 2005). National reports and comparative findings 

can be downloaded from the webpage: 

 

http://www.uned.es/dcpa/invest/euronat.html 

http://www.iue.it/RSCAS/Research/EURONAT/Index.shtml 

 

Similarly, our work on enlargement has been developed within the V Framework Program 

project CIDEL, “Citizenship and Democratic Legitimacy in the European Union” (HPSE-

CT2002-00144. October 2002-October 2005). Reports and findings can be downloaded from 

the pages.  

 

http://www.uned.es/dcpa/invest/cidel.html 

http://www.arena.uio.no/cidel/index.html 

http://www.uned.es/dcpa/invest/cidel/documents/ARENA_Report22005_text.pdf 
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Finally, Partner 45 (Madrid) has been in charge of the Spanish contribution to the 

“Enlargement Watch” project, a TEPSA-IEP joint partnership ever since its inception in 

October 1998. 

 

http://www.iep-berlin.de/publik/enlargement-watch/ 

 

EURONAT- identities 

Among the expertise of the UNED team is our research related to the emergence and 

development of a European identity (at the elite and citizens level), as well as it compatibility 

with national and sub-national identities. Our interest in a European identity is deeply linked 

with the question of legitimacy, which is at the core also of EU-CONSENT network also. In 

fact, the existence of a common identity is in itself an important dimension of the concept of 

democratic legitimacy, together with the concept of output legitimacy and formal/procedural 

legitimacy (Beetham 1991; Scharpf 1999; Lord 2000; Betham and Lord 1998). A European 

identity is also one of the most important relevant in the explanation of attitudes toward the 

creation of a European citizenship (Llamazares y Reinares 1997; Llamazares y Sandells 

2001).  

 

 
Department of Political Science, University of Tartu 
 

The Department of Political Science has been involved in conducting the European Election 
Study 2004, with Allan Sikk acting as the Estonian National Research Co-director. See 

http://www.europeanelectionstudies.net/. 

 

University of Tartu has been preparing the Estonian contributions to the CEEC-Debate 

(Debate on the future of Europe in the acceding countries) and EU-25 Watch for several 

years. (UCL/TEPSA Projects) 
 

Department of Political Science participates in a number of projects funded under the EU 

Framework programmes that have a thematic focus on EU’s current transformation:  
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EXLINEA (Lines of Exclusion as Arenas of Cooperation: Reconfiguring the External Borders 

of Europe. Policies, Practices and Perceptions.) The aim of the project is to examine 

capacities for cross-border co-operation and governance in CEE in anticipation of EU 

expansion. For more information, please see http://www.exlinea.org 

 

EU-DIMENSIONS (Local Dimensions of a Wider European Neighbourhood: Developing 

Political Community through Practices and Discourses of Cross-Border Co-operation), 

Specific Targeted Research Project, (will be launched in 2006) 

 

 

In addition, both Piret Ehin and Allan Sikk are involved in two other research projects, 

focusing on public opinion, political support and political trust: 

 

"Regime Support in New Democracies: Data from the Baltic States 1993-2004," funded by 

the Estonian Science Foundation, grant number 6212, grant holder: Piret Ehin, duration: 

2005-2007.  

 

"The evolution of democratic political culture in newly independent Estonia," state-funded 

targeted research theme, grant number 0182573s03, Dept. of Political Science, University of 

Tartu, directed by Andres Kasekamp, duration: 2003-2007 

  

 

5.2 Relevant contributions by team members 

 

Prof. Dr. José I. Torreblanca (UNED) 
 

The Three Logics of EU enlargement: Interests, Identities and Arguments" co-author with 

Sonia Piedrafita. Politique Européenne, hiver 2005, p. 29-69 

 

"'Arguing about Enlargement", n Helene Sjursen (ed) "Enlargement in Perspective", ARENA 

REPORT 2/05, pages 13-40. 
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Accommodating principles and interests in the European Union: the case of Eastern 

Enlargement", in Enlargement and the Finality of the EU, ARENA Report No 7 2002), pp. 7-

34 

 

The Reuniting of Europe: Promises, Negotiations and Compromises. Aldershot: Ashgate, 

2001. 

 

 Eastern enlargement and the transformation of the European Union" (co-author con Philippe 

C. Schmitter), en Wilfried Loth y Wolfgang Wessels (Hrsg.), Theorien europäischer 

Integration. Opladen: Lekse-Budrich, 2001, pp. 219-246. 

 

Old 'Foundations' and new 'Rules' for an Enlarged European Union". European Integration 

online Papers, Vol. 1, No.1, 1997,  

 

"Overlapping games and cross-cutting coalitions in the European Union". West European 

Politics, Vol. 21, No. 2 (April), 1998, pp. 134-153. 

 

 

Dr. Piret Ehin (University of Tartu) 
 

“Determinants of Public Support for EU Membership: Data from the Baltic Countries.” 

European Journal of Political Research, 2001, 40:31-56. 

 

„Estonian Euroskepticism: A Reflection of Domestic Politics?“ East European Constitutional 

Review, 2002/2003, 11/12.  

 

“Political support in the Baltic states, 1993-2004” forthcoming in Journal of Baltic Studies 

2007. 

 

„Estonian-Russian Relations in the Context of EU Enlargement, “ (with Andres Kasekamp) in 

Oksana Antonenko ja Kathryn Pinnick (eds), The Enlarged EU and Russia, Routledge, 

Taylor and Francis, 2004. 
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“What kind of border  regime? Towards a differentiated and uneven border strategy," (with 

Eiki Berg) forthcoming in Cooperation and Conflict Vol. 41 No. 1 (March 2006) or No. 2 (June 

2006). 

 

Enlargement of the European Union and the problem of popular consent. Doctoral 

dissertation, University of Arizona, 2002. ProQuest, UMI's Dissertation Publishing, reference 

number 3040143.  

 

Deciding on Europe: The EU Referendum in Estonia, (co-edited with Vello Pettai), Tartu: 

Tartu University Press, 2005. 
 

"Voting Behaviour in the Estonian EU Referendum," (with Allan Sikk) in Vello Pettai & Piret 

Ehin (eds.) Deciding on Europe: The EU Referendum in Estonia, Tartu: Tartu University 

Press, 2005. 
 

 
Dr. Antonia M. Ruiz-Jiménez (UNED) 
 

“The ‘cradle of civilization’?: Cultural components of national and European identities in old 

and new EU’s Member States”. In D. Caramani (ed.), Cultural diversity and European 

integration. London (UK): Routledge, 2006 (forthcomming). 

 

“A European Spain. The recovery of Spain self-esteem and international prestige”, together 

with P. Jaúregui. In A. Ichijo and W. Spohn (eds.), Entangled Identities. Aldershot (UK): 

Ashgate (72-87), 2005.  ISBN: -0 7546 4372 7. 

 

“Identidad europea y lealtad a la nación: un compromiso posible” [“European identity and 

national loyalty”], Revista Española de Ciencia Política 12. ISSN: 1575-6548. 
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“European and national identities in EU’s old and new Member States: ethnic, civic, 

instrumental and symbolic components”, together with J. Górniak, A. Kosic, P. Kiss and M. 

Kandulla, European Integration Online Papers 8(11), 2004. 

 

“Cultural, instrumental, civic and symbolic components of national and European identities in 

old and new European Union Member States”, Jean Monnet/Robert Schuman Paper Series 

4(9) (Miami European Union Center), 2004. 

 

 “National and European identities of Spanish citizens.  A quantitative study of survey 

research”. Florence: European University Institute, Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced 

Studies, 2003. 

 

 “Nation and Europe in Spanish public discourses: a comparative analysis of press, TV and 

parties”.  Florence: European University Institute, Robert Schuman Centre for Advances 

Studies, 2002.  

 
 
Sonia Piedrafita (Ph.Candidate, UNED)  
 

“In spite of the costs? Moral constraints on Spain’s enlargement policy’”, in Sjursen, Helene 

(ed.) Enlargement and the nature of the EU polity, London: Routledge (forthcoming). 

 

‘The EU Eastern enlargement: policy choices of the Spanish government’, European 

Integration online Papers, vol. 9 (2005) nº3: http://eiop.or.at/eiop/texte/2005-003a.htm. 

 

with J. I. Torreblanca, ‘The three logics of EU enlargement: interests, identities and 

arguments’ Politique Européenne, hiver 2005: 29-69. 

 

“Ifs and buts of Spain’s Eastern Enlargement policy’, in Sjursen, Helene (ed.) Enlargement in 

perspective, Oslo: ARENA Report 2/2005, pp: 69-96. 
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